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Beneath your world lies another, a world of magic, monsters, and immortals. I am the rarest of

these; a spellsinger, able to weave music into magic. With the right words, and for the right price, I

can do anything. Now a fairy duke has come to hire me, promising me a fortune in exchange for one

man's life. But this man is a king, one of the most powerful Shining Ones in existence. I could kill

him with a song or things could go horribly wrong. Hopefully, this job isn't my last lullaby.
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The Last Lullaby (The Spellsinger Book 1)Take one portion creative epic fantasy, snarky dialogue,

snippy humor, then sprinkle in various mythologies with a dual-heritage heroine that literally has a

magical voice. With that voice, add in loads of hit tunes ranging from Ashford & Simpson to AC/DC

to Portishead, and what we have, me dearlings, is an amazing novel. There are hot Fae men with

equally pulsing loins, sexy vampires, alpha shape-shifters, and fallen gods all eager and waiting to

nuzzle up with our heroine, Elaria Tanager, who is half witch and half siren, and 100% songbird



extraordinaire who kicks major butt.The descriptions of the setting, battle, and tunes that El wields

like the vocal weapons-mistress that she is, were so vivid, each scene so mesmerizing and exciting,

I had to pull myself away. Hmm, wonder if I am an action junkie? *shrug* Whatever my addiction, it

was time to work and they don't pay me to read! Plus my staff would only keep interrupting and that

would ruin things. I didn't want to miss nil!El is the most refreshing blend of bad-ass, cynicism, and

strategy but then her vulnerability will rear its head, and I wanted to guide and comfort her. It makes

her too cute and so human, her confidence shaken despite her skills. There are times when she is

whip-sharp and others she is downright naive. All in all, she is quite lovable and fun.All for the

romance. Don't get me started. I also don't want to give ANYTHING away by even discussing the

hero. Or other matters regarding El's love life. All I will say is this is coming off like a reverse harem,

one of my favorite subgenres. Also, the tunes El uses for her magic on her iPod rocked my world.

I've said enough mentioning a few of the artists mentioned but there is NO freakin way I'm revealing

what she was singing by all this talent.Nope. You'll just have to read it for yourself.Onward to book

two!

A charming story of a siren who uses her inherited talent to earn a living. No luring sailors to their

doom in the ocean for this enchantress. Nope, she can sing them to death anywhere. The

supernatural world Sumida built intrigued me as did Elaria TanagerÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s story. Two

men vie for her affection, a suitor from a former life and a client she didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t kill. Lots

of action, adventure, epic battles, heartbreak, and the ultimate fantasy of true love.Maggie Toussaint

and Rigel Carson for Muddy Rose Reviews.

Wow! Amy has done it again. A spectacular new series with different supernatural characters that

captivate you from the start. Elaria is a tough, independent woman, with incredible abilities, who

learns compassion in another realm and finds herself there. Torin, Cerberus, Banning, Declan,

Quinlan, soooo many gorgeous men- why choose? I'm excited to see how this series progresses

and how Elaria will change with each new addition to the story. An excellent read and I definitely

recommend it!

The Last Lullaby is the wildly entertaining debut in Amy Sumida's new series, The Spellsinger. I

loved this book so much I broke one of my own rules for reviewing books. I usually will not give a 5

star for the first novel in a series; series build to a perfect finale. This book proves the exception. It's

highly original, well written, nicely paced. The world building is extraordinary, the characters are



wonderfully multi-dimensional. It's captivating from beginning to end. Elaria is a spellsinger, a

siren-witch hybrid. Very rare in the world Beneath; a world of paranormals Vampires, Shapeshifters,

Shining Ones, etc. Amy has mastered developing the perfect lead female. Elaria is strong, smart,

beautiful, caring, sexy, vulnerable, and sarcastic. Her use of humor when she's uncomfortable is the

perfect finishing touch. Elaria works with her best friend Cerberus working security for a very select

clientele. Her songs are her weapon. She can sing one into submission, forgetfulness, altering their

course or to their own destruction.Last Lullaby is a perfect blend of action, suspense, danger,

intrigue, and love (old and new, platonic and romantic). There are choices to be made. Lives will be

lost, worlds will be saved, hearts will be broken. Cerberus, Banning, and Torin are the main men in

Elaria's life; all playing an important role. I loved all three.This is a cleverly written book. It's full of

wit, current and historical references, and has a wonderful playlist (Elaria's songs). It pulled emotion

after emotion from me; uncertainty, amusement, hope, angst, relief, anger, happiness. It left me

completely satisfied and wanting more. What more can you ask for in a book? I highly recommend

this one and am eagerly awaiting the second one!

The Last Lullaby (The Spellsinger #1) by Amy Sumida is a terrific fantasy/paranormal novel. I

certain never got bored but was glued to the book. Plenty of magic, fantasy, adventure, and a fun

read. This is a book I won from the Kindle Scout program. Boy do I love that program, I get some

great books there!

I am blown away by Amy's choreography of lyrics and spells in this fantastic tale! I never knew what

was coming next! I feel like this digital copy should come with links to play the songs while you are

reading. LOVE this story! The characters were all fabulous! Cerberus cracks me up! Favorite epithet

. . . Persephone's Pink Panties! ROTFL!! I just can't even begin to imagine what might be next. No

cliffhangers, but boy does she keep you guessing all the way to the end! No spoilers here. =) Can't

wait to see what comes next!

I really enjoyed this first book of the series, As I read a chapter, I wanted to keep reading more. I

love the detailed history and explanations of the supernatural worlds and beings. Some books can

be over detailed, where you find yourself skipping paragraphs but this one I enjoyed reading it

without being overwhelmed, I didn't find myself skipping. As I read I found myself tearing up and

laughing at parts. It's well worth the read. Definitely will read the next one to come.
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